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Abstract

With the advent of portable coramunications there has been an increased

emphasis on high-speed. low-power microelectronics. The log-domain filter is a novel

form of continuous-time filter which shows promise in this area. Based on the translinear

principle. log-domain filters are simple in structure, fast and easily tunable.

This thesis will present a technique for the design of 10g-domain filters which is

based on the operational simulation of LC ladders. The technique is demonstrated through

the complete design of a fifth-order Chebyshev log-domain filter, as weil as the design of

elliptic and bandpass filters. The filters were fabricated using the Gennum GA911 bipolar

transistor array technology. HSPICE simulation and experimental results are shown with

emphasis on frequency behavior and linearity. The filters showed good correlation

between the measured response and the original specifications. They were tunable over

two decades and couId be operated up to 1 MHz or Il IOth of the fT of the slowest

transistor. Total harmonie distortion and intermodulation distortion was measured with

results ranging from -45 dB to -70 dB.
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Résumé

La popularité des communications mobiles génère un intérêt grandissant pour

les circuits électroniques à grande vitesse et à faible puissance. Les "l1Itres

logarithmiques" sont des circuits récemment développés et prometteurs dans ce domaine.

Ce sont des circuits simples, m; ·,des et facilement réglables.

Cette thèse présente une nouvelle méthode pour la conception des filtres

logarithmiques basée sur la simulation de circuits passifs. A titre d'exemple, un filtre

Chebyshev ainsi qu'un filtre élliptique, tous deux de cinquième ordre, ont été conçus. Les

deux circuits, fabriqués à l'aide du procédé GA9ll de la compagnie Gennum, démontrent

des résultats expérimentaux comparables à ceux de simulations effectuées avec le logiciel

H8PICE. Leur réponse en fréquence est réglable sur un intervale de deux décades et ils

fonctionnent jusqu'à 1 MHz, soit un dixième defrpour le transistor le plus lent. De plus, .

ils se montrent très linéaires avec des mesures de distorsion entre -45 dB ct -70 dB.
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1.1 Motivation

Frequency shaping networks, or filters, are key clements in many of today's

microelectronic systems. They can be found in everything l'rom cellular phones to data

converters to home audio components. Filters generally l'ail into three broad categories:

continuous-time, sampled-data or l'ully digital. Digital filters have ail of the advantages

associated with digital systems and can be easily incorporated inside the DSP core of an

integrated circuit. They are best suited for lower frequency applications and find

widespread use because of the increasingly popularity of l'ully digilal design. Sampled

data filters combine analog filtering techniques with digital sampling principles. This

makes them ideally suited for data converters (analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog)

which must interface between the real analog world and the digital core of most

microelectronics. Sampled-data systems generally use MaS technology which allows

them to be readily integrated on the same chip as the digital circuitry. Continuous-time

filters make up a small but important part of the filter design area. They are especially

effective when dealing with real-world (analog) signais and are commonly used in high

frequeney, low-power systems. This last advantage makes them a popular choice for the
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growing wireless industry.

The two most popular forms of integrated continuous-time filters are

transconductance-C (gm-C) filters and MOS-C filters [1]. These two filter types are weil

suited for integrated circuits as [hey lend themselves weil to fully differential design and

can be fabricated using only grounded eapacitors. MOS-C filters show good distortion

behavior but suffer at high speeds due to the frequency compensation of the op-amps.

Trallsconductance-C filters offer greater bandwidth butthis often cornes at the expense of

linearity.

One filtering method which has recently proposed and which has the potentialto

combine high-frequency performance with low distortion levels is the log-domain filter.

Log-domain filters contain low impedance nodes a10ng the signal path which they exploit

to achieve greater bandwidths. In addition, they are a form of translinear circuit [2] thus

they make use of the exponential nature of a bipolar transistor and do not require that the

transistor be linearized. These properties a10ng with the fact that they have CUITent input

and output has led them to be classified as "current-mode" circuits [3].

Although the concept of log-domain filtering has been around since the 1970s

[4], it has only recently been expanded into a general filter design approach [5]. This

design method proposed by Frey is based on a state-space approach and on a set of

mathematical mappings which replace the existing state-space variables by a related

exponential function. Not only is this method complicated but the set of equations which

ends up representing the filter offets very little insight into its operation. This is

particularly troublesome when dealing with a novel and unconventional filtering scheme

like the one proposed herein.

This thesis will propose a complete method of design for log-domain filters

which is based on the operational simulation of LC ladders [6]. By doing so, we benefit

not only from the wealth of knowledge which has been accumulated over the years on

2
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these circuits and on thcir many properties but, more importantly. wc hcnctit l'rom the

basic insight which cornes from using ladders as a busis for Ilher design. By establishing a

sel of blacks which can be used ta implemcnt the Le ladder, the designer can tell at a

glance which parts of the circuit give risc to the diffcrent poles and zeros. This should he

of great help for bath understanding thcse circuits and for investig'lting their limitations.

1.2 Conventional Integrated Continuons-Time Filters

1.2.1 MOS-C Filters

A MOS-C filter can be constructed by replacing the resistor in a standard activc

Re Illter by a MÛS transistor biased in the triode region [1]. The equation for the currcnt

flowing through such a MOSFET (shawn in Pigure 1-1 (a» wouId be [7]:

(1.1 )

Eq. (1.1) can be separated into linear and non-Hnear terms, such that:

( 1.2)

Therefore, if we neglect the non-linear part of the equation, the MÛSFET can he uscd as a

voltage-controlled resistor where:

Figure 1-1: (a) MaS resistor (b) Single~ended MOS-C integrator
(c) Fully~balanced MOS-C integrator•

(b)

Vc
iD --.Î...

VI~V2
Vn

(a)
k--_+_-oVo

~ - __-O·VO

(c)

3
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( 1.3)

Such an approach would result in the single-ended MOS-C integrator shown in Figure I

I(b). Unfortunalely, the non-linear portion of the MOS current equation will be

apprcciable for ail but the smallest input levels. One solution is to use a fully-balanced

design like the one shown in Figure I-I(c). This eliminates the even portion of the non

lincar function which accounts for most of the non-linearity (the odd portion typically

accounts for less than 0.1 % or -60 dB).

The design of different types of MOS-C filters wouId follow the same approach

as is used for the design of active-RC filters [6]. This would typically involve a technique

like the operational simulation of LC ladders used in this thesis. Because of the voltage'

controlled resistor, these types of filters are weil suited to designs which incorporate sorne

form of automatic tuning [8-10]. MOS-C filters typically show distortion levels in the

order of 40-60 dB due to the non-linearity of the MOS transistor as a resistor, however

with feedback techniques, distortion levels of - 90 dB have been reached [11]. Their

biggest drawback is that they are limited in bandwidth by the op-amps and thus are not

particularly weil suited to high-frequency applications.

1.2.2 Transconductance-C (gm-C) Filters

Transconductance-C filters are based on the operational transconductance

amplifier (OTA) which, as the name implies, generates an output CUITent which is

proportional to the input current by a factor of gm' The symbolic representation for an

OTA is shown in Figure l-2(a) along with a simple MOS implementation which is

composed of a differential pair, 3 current miITOrs and a simple current source (Figure 1-

2(b)) [12]. The OTA can he used to build an integrator by simply pushing the output

current into a capacitor as is shown in Figure 1-2(c). Writing an equation for the transfer

function, H(s), of the gm-C integrator, we get:

4
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Figure 1-2: (a) OTA symbol (b) Simple implementation of an OTA
(c) Single-ended gm-C integrator (d) Balanced integrator

Vcc
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V[" •

VEl~

•

•

In arder ta increase the signal-ta-noise ratio by reducing the common-mode noise

caused by things like the digital circuit switching transients, these filters are typically built

using a fully differential, balanced form like the circuit shown in Figure 1-2(d). Givcn the

gm-C integrator, traditional filter design methods such as LC ladder simulation can be used

to achieve different filter configurations.

•

Transconductance-C filters are more suited to high-speed applications than the

MOS-C filters described previously since they can be used in an open-Ioop configuration

and thus need not be constrained by the stability requirements which limit op-amps.

Several gm-C filter designs have recently been proposed which are suitable for video-rate

applications [13,14]. The drawback ta using the OTA in an open-Joop configuration is that

the circuit is limited ta very small input levels in arder ta keep it relatively linear. For

5
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cxamplc, the circuit of Figure l-2(b) would need a differential input of less than 50 mV for

rcasonablc rcsults. Many different techniques have been prL'nosed which increase the

input range while maintaining Iinearity but these often degrade the frequency response

duc ta addcd parasitics [15]. Several circuits which combine low distortion with a

rclatively high bandwidth can be found in the Iiterature [16,17]. A final drawback

conccrning gm-C filters is their dependence on the parameter gm which makes them highly

susceptible ta process variations. This can be accounted for on-chip by including sorne

form of automatic tuning [18,19].

Although we have focused on MOS-C and gm-C filters there exists a variety of

different continuous-time integrated filter design methods in the Iiterature. They resemble

one another only in the fact that they share sorne common design goals, namely tunability,

Iinearity and high-frequency operation. Often, optimization of a filter in terms of one or

two of these characteristics cornes at the expense of the others. The log-domain filter is

unique in that it has the potential to achieve good performance in ail three of these areas.

1.3 A Novel Approach to Continuous-Time Filtering: The
Log-Domain Filter

The concept of log-domain filtering was first introduced by Adams in 1979 [4].

He recognized that the diode-capacitor combination shown in Figure 1-3 couId be used as

a "log-domain" integrator. The reasoning can be summarized as follows. Let us assume

that the CUITent flowing through the diode of Figure 1-3 is given by a simple exponential

function. The circuit could hence be described by the equation:

(1.5)

•
Which can be rewritten as:

v,
e = c~[e"°J

dt
(1.6)

6
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Figure 1-3: A simple log-domain integrator

If the two exponential functions of Eq. (1.6) are replaccd by simple variables, Le.

then a linear differentiation (or integration) operation is pcrformcd. Additional

exponential circuits can be used to establish these relationships. Adams dcrived a numbcr

of different fUter circuits based on this premise. One characteristic of these filters which

makes them easily tunable is that their cutoff frequency is dependent on the bias currenl.

This concept remained largely unexplored until recently when Frey introduccd a

much more gencralized approach to the design of log-domain filters [5]. Frey recognized

that these filters possessed many of the same properties as cUITent-mode circuits. His work

presented a design method which was based on a state-space approach and which involved

replacing the different variables in the state-space equations by related exponcntial

functions. Bipolar circuits were then used to implement the set of equations. Using this

approach he showed the design of a biquad and of a seventh-order Chebyshev tilter

formed by a cascade of biquads. Frey has published additional work in this arca inc1uding

a log-domain filter design which is formed entirely of NPN transistors and thus is suitablc

for very high-speed applications [20].

1.4 The Operational Simulation of Le Ladders

The simulation of Le iadders finds widespread use as a filter design method for

two major Teasons [6]. The first reason is due to the straightforward relationship between

the transmission zeros of the ladder transfer function and the different impedances in the

7
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ladder arms. This means that the tilter designer can tell at a glance which elements give

rise to the different transmission zeros thus making the task of tuning and debugging these

circuits much casier. The second advantage comes l'rom the excellent sensitivity properties

exhihited by lossless, doubly-terminated ladders [2 l ,22]. In simple terms, the highly

coupled nature of the circuit makes the voltage (cuITent) at any one node dependent on the

values at ail the other nodes. This serves to distribute the effect of process variations over

the enlire circuit and makes the circuitless sensitive to individual variations.

Unfortunately, the passive LC ladder is of limited use since inductors do notlend

themselves weil to integrated circuit design. As a result, many different active circuit

implementations of the LC ladder have been invented including the two discussed in the

Section 1.2. The design of active filter circuits based on the simulation of LC ladders can

be further broken down into two different methods: component simulation and operational

simulation. Component simulation simply involves replacing the inductors in the LC

ladder by active circuits which perform the same operation. Sorne popular choices are the

Antoniou general impedance converter (OIe) and circuits based on the Bruton

transformation [6].

The operational simulation ofLC ladders involves finding an active circuit which

will mimic ail of the voltage and CUITent relationships within the LC ladder. The designer

first writes a set of equations which completely specifies the operation of the ladder then

draws a graphical representation of these equations called the signal-flow-graph (SFG).

The signal-flow-graph is generally composed of integrators, summers and multipliers.

Once the signal-flow graph has been established it can be implemented using any of a

numbcr of methods including active-RC, MOS-C and gm-C,

This concept is oost illustrated through an example. We will show the design of a

third-order active-RC lowpass filter based on this approach. First, a ladder which meets a

dcsired set of specifications is found. This can 00 done through hand analysis [6], by using

8
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Figure 1-4: (a) LC Iadder for a 3rd-order lowpass tilter (b) Associated
SFG (c) Active-RC Integrator (d) Complete active-RC circuit

look-up tables [6,23] or by using a fUter design program [24,25]. The LC ladder l'or the

third-order lowpass filter is shown in Figure 1-4(a). Next a set of equations is dcrivcd

which represents the LC ladder and a signal-Dow graph is drawn (Figure 1-4(b». The

complete derivation of a signal-Dow graph based on the relationships in an LC ladder can

be found in Section 3.3.2. The final step is ta imÇllement the signal-tlow graph using

active-RC blocks like the damped integrator shawn in Figure 1-4(c). The complete circuit

is shown in Figure 1-4(d).

1.5 Thesis Ontline

This thesis will present a novel method for the design of log-domain filters which

is based on the operational simulation ofLe ladders.

•
Chapter 2 will introduce a set of log-domain building blacks which can be used

to implement the signal-flow graph of an LC ladder. Because of the non-linear nature of

9
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the log-domain integrator a unique linearization procedure is proposed.

Chapter 3 shows how to use the building blocks introduced in Chapter 2 to design

arbitrary filters based on the operational simulation of LC ladders. The method is

illuslrated through the design of a fifth-order Chebyshev filter. The resultant filter is

simulated using HSP/CE analysis. Unfortunately, AC analysis cannot be used since it

relies on linearizing the transistors and thus negates the exponential nature of the bipolar

transistor. lnstead, a technique called multitone analysis is used which is based on

HSP/CE transient analysis. The simulation results will focus on two areas, frequency

response and linearity, since these best allow us to judge the usefulness of the new

technique.

Chapter 4 extends these ideas to the design of filters with finite transmission

zeros, namely elliptic and bandpass filters. A third-order elliptic filter and a fourth-order

bandpass filter are designed. The implementation of the elliptic filter using the available

building blocks will require an approximation which is described in this chapter.

Performance of both fi1ters will be verified through HSPICE analysis.

Chapter 5 presents experimental results which verify the ideas presented in the

previous chapters. These results are of particular importance since they represent the first

reported experimental data on the log-domain filter. The chapter contains results from

experiments performed on a log-domain biquad, a fifth-order Chebyshev filter and a fifth

order elliptic filter. The frequency response of ail filters is plotted versus expected and

simulated results. Their tunability and high-frequency properties are examined. Distortion

levels are found by measuring total harmonie distortion. intermodulation distortion and

signal-to-noise ratio.

The final chapter evaluates the performance of these filters in comparlson with

other continuous-time filtering techniques and discusses sorne areas of future work.

10
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•

•

As described in the introduction, the operational simulation of LC laddcrs is

based on replacing the different elements of a signal-tlow graph by the appropriatc

circuits. For example in the active-RC example given previously, the clcments of the

signal-f1ow graph were replaced by op-amp based integrators. The main operation~ whieh

need to be performed are addition, multiplication and integration. This chaplcr will

describe the log-domain circuits which provide these functions.

Because of the unique nature of log-domain circuits, we first give a symbolic

description of the log-domain building blocks. We will show how these blocks are non

linear in nature but that they can be interconnected in such a way as to give a linear inpul

output relationship. The reader is introduced to the basic log-domain cell, a simple circuit

which will figure prominently in the rest of the thesis. 1\vo mathematical operators will be

introduced and then used to establish a correspondence between traditional linear systems

and the log-domain systems. Once this background has been established, a library of b a ~ i c

log-domain circuits will be presented.
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2.1 The Log-Domain Cell

We begin our journey into the world of log-domain filters with the analysis of a

simple circuit which will prave ta be the camerstone of uny filter constructed using this

approuch. This simple translinear circuit will be refcrrcd ta as the basic log-domain cell

anù is shawn in Figure 2-1.

Analysis of this circuit can be performed as follows. Applying KVL araund Ioop

o anù ncglccting base currents. wc can write:

(2.1)

For case of undcrstanding, the following emitter voltages are defined:

(2.2)

•
(2.3)

The voltages V/JE and VBE can be related ta the currents K . /0 and /B according to the
A 8

bipolar transistor equation (the Early effect has been negiected). This results in:

•

and,

V8E I2Vr
K·[ =/·e . ~

o s

Figure 2-1: The basic log-domain cell

(2.4)

12
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(2.5)

Wc now rewrite Eg. (2.1) as follows:

(2.6)

Replacing Egs. (2.4) and (2.5) into Eg. (2.6) leads 10:

Simplifying and solving for lB gives:

(V,.\-V
B
)/2Vr1 = K·I ·eB a

(2.7)

(2.8)

•
Eg. (2.8) is rhe basic log-domaill eqllarioll and will be referenced throughout this thesis.

2.2 The LOG and ANTI-LOG Operators

Let us now define two new mathematical inverse operators. LOG and ANTI

LOG. These functions imitate the traditionallogarithmic and exponential functions except

that they can be implemented physically using the basic log-domain cell described in the

previous section. Note that the purpose here is to define a new exponential function which

is better matched to the physical circuits with which we will be dealing.

The ANTI-LOG function is essentially three mathematical steps in one:

1. Divide by 2Vr

2. Raise to the exponential

3. Multiply by 10

Therefore it can be written as:

•
XI2VT

ANTILOG (X) = la' e

This can be implemented by Eg. (2.8) if K is egual to 1 and VB is tied to ground, Le.,

(2.9)

13
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(2.10)

[n other words, the ANT/-LOG function can be physically represented by the current

flowing from a log-domain cell driven by a voltage X, as shawn in Figure 2-2(a).

The LOG function is dcfined as the inverse of the ANY/-LOG function, such that:

LOG [ANY/LOG (V)] = V

As a rcsull, LOG can be described mathematically by:

(2.11)

(2.12)

•

Again wc sec that this can be physicaUy implemented by the log-domain ecU, as shawn in

Figure 2-2(b).

Wc will now use these two operators to show the correspondence between a

tradilionallinear system and the log-domain systems which we deal with in this thesis.

X LOG(Y)

+ANTI-LOG(X)

--

•
(a) (b)

Figure 2-2: (a) Physical implementation of the ANTI-LOG function (h)
Physical implementation of the LOG fonction

14
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2.3 Characterizing a Log-Domain System

The black diagram of a typical linear system is shown in Figure 2-3(a). ln the

context of tilter design. such a system could represent anything from a simple inlegrator to

an Nth-arder Le laddcr. This /inear system can he trcl1lsformecl illto a log-domain sy.,·tt'm

by plllcing ANTI-LOG blocks at tlze inputs and LOG hlock at tlle output.,'. This is

illustrated in Figure 2-3(b). We will see that ail of the log-damain building blocks

described in this section have this farm. At this point, we have introduccd l'iome notation

which will rernain consistent throughout this work. Variables markcd with the circuml1cx

(1\) represent signais in the log-domain. This al10ws us ta quickly distinguish betwccn

signais in the lag-damain and signais in the traditianal linear damain.

Let us examine the new system (Figure 2-3(b» a tiule more closcly. Assume that

the linear system of Figure 2-3(a) is described by the equation:

• x =F(X.)o 1

where Fis a linear functian.

(2.13)

•

Xii X oi
Linear

XiN

System
X oN

(a)

1\ 1\

Xii Xoi

Linear

System
1\ 1\
X iN XoN

(b)

Figure 2~3: (a) A linear system (h) A corresponding
log-domain system
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The new log-domain system wouId therefore be described by:

(2.14)

If we were to replace the LOG and ANTI-LOG by their original mathematical definitions

then we would have:

(2.15)

•

•

Even though the original function F was linear, the nature of the logarithm function will

result in XI> being a non-linear function of Xi' Therefore we need ta find a way to

linearize the log-domain system and regain the original transfer function.

Consider placing LOG blacks preceding the input and ANTl-LOG blocks after

thc output, as shown in Figure 2-4(a). Because of the inverse nature of these functions (see

Eq. (2.11 )), the overall result is a linear input-output relationship.

A second way to get the non-linearities to cancel is to simply join different log

domain sections together, as shown in Figure 2-4(b). This natural cancellation is what

makes these circuits so powerful. Suppose that we can build log-domain circuits of the

form shown in Figure 2-3(b) which perform the basic functions of summation, integration

and multiplication. Then we would simply need to join the different blocks together in the

required loops, add the inverse function at the input and the output, and we would get the

desired linear transfer function. The next section will show a library of log-domain

circuits which have exactly this form.

16
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.-------------------------_.~--~--------------- -----..

Unear
System

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-4: Linearizing a log-domain system

L1NEAR
SYSTEM

Natural
Cancellation

-----_...1

r--------,
1 UNEAR 1

SYSTEM

L1NEAR
SYSTEM

11.. ...1

r--------,
1

x-l

•
2.4 The Basic Building Blocks

This section will introduce the different blocks which perform the summing,

integration and multiplication operations necessary for log-damain tilter design. For cach

different operation, we will first intraduce the circuit which performs the desircd task.

Then, basic circuit analysis will be used to show how they givc the required log-domain

function. We pay particular attention ta the input and output sections since these play an

important role in linearizing the overall system.

•
2.4.1 The Non-Inverting Integrator

The concept of a log-domain integrator was first introduced by Adams [4]. More

recentiy Frey has proposed a bipolar version [5] which has led to the multiple-input non-

17
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... _.. --.-_.---~~~-------------------------.,

Figure 2-5: Log-domain circuit which implements the multiple
input non-inverting integrator

invcrting integrator shown in Figure 2-5. Analysis of the circuit can be described as

follows.

Using the basic log-domain equation (Eq. (2.8» and applying KCL at node f)

allows us to write the equation:

Ad,,: .. (V,.- Vn)I2Vr .. (V:
N

- V,,)I2Vr
C· -dV0 = Ki '/0' e + ... + Ki '/0' et. N

V"I2VrMultiplying through by e leads tO:

.. VI2Vr dA" V,. 12Vr A ~/2Vr
C· e fi • -V =K . . / . e + ... + K" '/0' edt 0 lION

Using the chain mie to rewrite the derivative gives:

(2.16)

(2.17)

•
(2.18)

The factor / ()/2VT can he incorporated into a new constant which will he denoted simply

18
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as Ki' such that

~

K.·/
K. = _._0

1 "'V- T
(2.19)

This allows us la rewrite Eq. (2.18) in a Form which will he casier to relate to the signal

flow graph of an LC ladder.

d [ V,/2Vr]
C'- / ·edt 0

(2.20)

•

•

The factor /,/2VT will he important when we are transforming the LC laddcr inta a 10g

domain circuit. It can either he incorporated into the multiplication factors Ki and thus will

affect the bias current or cise it can he used to scale the capacitors as will be shown in the

next chapter. It is this factor which accounts for the good tunability propcrties of log

domain fi1ters. Note that in addition to making the tilter dependent on the hias currents in

the circuit. the factor 1
0
/2 VT also makes the circuit temperature dependenlt .

Returning to the analysis of the non-inverting integrator. Eq. (2.20) can he

rewritten using the ANTI-LOG operator, such that:

Figure 2-6: SPG of a log-domain multiple-input non-inverting i n t e ~

grator

t. The faet that we know that the behavior of the circuit is directly proportionalto Vr and hence to
temperature makes it relatively easy to account for. This can be done by using a temperature com
pensation scheme as is donc in temperature independent biasing [12].
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For the final form of the equation, V" is isolated, giving:

li = LOG {-Cl . f [K . . ANTILOG( V ) + ... + K . . ANTILOG( v. )J dt} (2.22)
o " 'l IN ' ...

The signal-flow graph of this system is shown in Figure 2-6. Clearly, this circuit

has the desired log-domain form; it contains a linear system at the centre with ANT/-LOG

and LOG blocks at the input and output respectively. The only difference between this

system and the ones we defined in Section 2.3 is that the inputs and outputs are now given

as voltages as opposed to a general variable. This is due to the physical circuit which was

used to implement the system.

2.4.2 The Inverting Integrator

We now present the multiple-input inverting integrator whose circuit is shown in

Figure 2-7(a). This circuit can be analyzed in the exact same manner as for the non

invcrting intcgrator. The first step is to find the sum of the currents at node E), giving:• • d. • ( v;, - V. )I2VT • ( v,..-v" )I2VT

C·-V = -K··/ ·c - ... -K· ./ 'c
dl 0 'lOiN 0

(2.23)

•

Comparing Eq. (2.23) to Eq. (2.16) shows that the analysis which was performed in

Section 2.4.1 can now he repeated simply by replacing the coefficients Kil' K i2, .••, KiN by

their negative counterparts. Knowing this, Va can now be written as

Taking the negative sign outside of the integral gives:

This results in the signal-flow graph shown in Figure 2-7(b). Again we see the familiar

pattern representative of log-domain systems.
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,---- c ~ • ._••• • __

(b)

Figure 2-7: (a) Log-domain circuit for the m u l t i p l e ~ i n p u t inverting
integrator (b) Equivalent SFG

2.4.3 Damping

The damped integrator is simply an extension of the multiple-input integrator

shown previously. It is presented here separately due to its importance as a building black

in filter circuits and because of an important simplification which arises due ta the singular

nature of log-domain circuits. Damping can be performed by feeding the output of a

system back ta its input. as is shawn in the log-domain signal-ftow graph of Figure 2-S.

This results in the circuit shawn in Figure 2-S(a) which can be considerably

simplified. Because the damped section of the circuit is simply another instance of the log

domain cell. we can replace the appropriate variables in Eq. (2.8) by the appropriate

variables from Figure 2-8(a).
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Figure 2-8: SFG of a Iog-domain integrator with damping

•

t1dllmp

1\

~ a m p · I o

~ - _ - - o I - - o ~ 0

•

(a) (b)

Figure 2-8: Two equivalent circuits for the damped log-domain
integrator
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This gives.

which simplifies ta.

~ lv- \i )1"'\'1 KI",,-r
damp = damfl' (1' e ~.::!.26)

(2.27)

•

•

In other \Vords, dumping can be represenled by a simple current source. as shown in

Figure 2-8(b). Note that ta change the sign of the dumping one simply needs to reverse the

current source.

2.4.4 Input and Output Stages

We have already seen that in arder ta maintain the linearity of a log-domain

system. a LOG black must be added at the input along with an ANTI-LOG black at the

output. These blacks can he implemented using the log-domain cell dcscribcd in Section

2.1. This procedure will now be demonstrated for the simple log-domain system shawn in

Figure 2-9. The reader will find that the techniques shawn here are applicable la aH of the

circuits shawn in this work.

Replacing the different blacks in Figure 2-9 by their appropriate circuits givcs the

system shawn in Figure 2-1O(a). Experienced circuit designers will note that therc is a

Figure 2 ~ 9 : SFG of a simple log-domain system with input and
output
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certain amount of redundancy between the LOG section at the input and the invcrting

integrator. Wc now perform sorne algebraic manipulation to implement a more efficient

drcuil.

From the basic log-domain cell, we can write,

[
J. ]~ _,. Illput

Vif/pm - - Vr ln 1
0

(2.28)

Solving for the portion of the current ftowing into the capacitor from the input gives,

(2.29)

•

•

Subslituting Eg. (2.28) into Eq. (2.29) and simplifying gives:

r-----,

1\

Kinputelinput

:I~ ltIaulPul
(h)

Figure 2-10: Circuit for the implementation of a simple system with
input and output (b) Simplified circuit
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(2.JO)

Aguin. this is u circuit which cun be implemenled using the basic ccII. as shown in Figure

2-10(b).

2.5 Summary

We have intl'Oduced u set of log-domuin inlegrators which cun be used for Iillcr

design. Becuuse of the non-Iinear nuture of these blocks. u unique Iineurizution procedurc

wus intl'Oduced. Chapter 3 will outline a general method fol' the design of log-domain

filters which uses these blocks and which will be used to construct a firth-ordcr Chebyshev

filter.
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•

•

This chapter will begin with a quick review of the operational simulation of LC

laddcrs. We will show how to transform a traditionallinear signal-fiow graph into a log

domain signal-fiow graph thus pUlling it in a form which can be implemented using the

circuits introduced in the previous chapter. The complete method will be illustrated

through the design of a fifth-order Chebyshev filter. The performance of the filte~ willthen

be vcrificd using HSPICE simulation.

3.1 The Design Method

The traditional steps for the design of filters based on the operational simulation

of LC ladders are as follows:

4. Find an LC ladder which meets the desired filter specifications

5. Draw the SFG which corresponds to the LC ladder

6. Implement the SFG using the desired technology

Examples of technologies which are popular for continuous-time filter design include
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active-RC circuits. gm-C circuits and MOS-C circuits. Log-domain tilters will he

constructed using the log-domain building blocks described in the previous chapter. Due

to the unique nature of these blocks. the signal-flow graph must he modilied in order 10

allow it to be implemented by these non-linear circuits. The steps for the design of a log

domain tilter, can be summarized as follows:

1. Find an LC ladder which meets the desired lUter speciticalions

2. Draw the SFG which corresponds to the LC ladder

3. Modify the SFG according to the roles given in Section 3.2

4. Implement the SFG using the log-domain building blocks

3.2 Modifying the Signal-Flow Graph

Once an LC ladder has been found which meets the desired tilter specifications

the designer then draws the signal-flow graph which corresponds to that ladder [261. In

this section, we will show how to modify a traditional signal-flow graph to make it

compatible with the log-domain systems described previously. This consists of adding the

appropriate LOG and ANT/-LOG blocks while maintaining an overall linear transfer

function.

Some simple mies for transforming a linear signal-flow graph into a log-domain

signal-flow graph are shown below.

1. Place a LOG black after each integrator.

2. Place an ANT/-LOG block at the input to each summer (befme the multiplier)

3. Place an ANT/-LOG black at the output of the system
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4. Place a LOG block at the input to the system

This procedure is illustrated for the signal-flow graph shawn in Figure 3-1 (a), with the

resull shown in Figure 3-I(b). By examining the final log-domain signal-flow graph we

can sec how the overall transfer function has been maintained. Each ANTI-LOG block is

immcdiatcly followcd by a LOG block, therefore due to the inverse nature of these

functions the operation of the original system has becn conserved. The highlighted areas

rcprcscnt typical log-domain building blocks with ANTI-LOG blocks al the input and a

LOG block al the output. Note aIso the LOG block at the input to the system and the ANT/

LOG block al the output.

RL XL

Figure 3-1: (a) SFG of a typical Le ladder (b) Log-domain equiv
alent SFG

-Jc.)dt

(a)

1\

Kl2 X2 K32---, r--------,

f. :E J--....- - w . , . ~ - - K : r - ; : -

Xl L - -K21- - l<:ï3 - - .J

(b)
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3.3 A Fifth-Order Chebyshev Filter Design Example

3.3.1 The Le Ladder

The first step in the design of any filter based on the opcnltional simulalion of LC

ladders is to find the ladder which meets the desircd specifications. ln this C'ISC. wc wish to

design a fifth-order Chebyshev filter which has:

Cutofffrequellcy: le = 100 kHz

Ripple width =1 dB

The corresponding Le ladder can be found either through look-up tables l6.231 or through

the use of a tilter design package. Here the program filtorX [25] was used and resultcd in

the ladder shawn in Figure 3-2. The component values are given in Table 3-1.

Name Value Name Value

Rs ln L4 1.736541lH

Cl 3.39780 1lF Cs 3.3978O IlF

L2 1.736541lH RL ln

C3 4.77608 JlF

Table 3-1: Component values for the LC ladder

3.3.2 The Corresponding SFG

A signal-ftow graph which corresponds to the Le ladder must now he drawn.

Figure 3-2: LC ladder for a 5th-arder Chebyshev tilter
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This is most easily accomplished by using modified nodal analysis [27,28]. First a current

is assigned to each of the inductors in Ihe LC ladder and each node is given a different

voltage variable, as shown in Figure 3-2. We then write impedancc descriptions for each

induclor in terms of ils node voilages and the inductor current. This results in the

lolIowing IWO equalions:

(3.1 )

(3.2)

•

NeXl, we apply KCL to the previously labelled voltage nodes and derive a set of equations

relaling the node voltages, the inductor currents and the input. For the LC ladder of Figure

3-2 Ihis results in the equations:

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

We also note that,

(3.6)

•

The set of equations (3.1) to (3.6) completely specifies the Le ladder. In order to remain

consistent with signal-flow graph convention let us define a set of general variables which

wi Il correspond to the voltages and currents denoted previously. In other words, we define,
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Wc may now draw the signal-flow graph which corresponùs to the Le Iadder lIsing the six

equations defined previously and the variable corrcspondences given ahoyc. This is shown

in Figure 3-3(a).

The signal-flow graph is then modified according to the rules given in Scction

2.4. The log-domain signal-flow graph is shown in Figure 3-3(b). Note how the operation

of the original signal-flow graph has been maintuined due 10 the inverse nature of the LOG

and ANTI-LOG functions.r--------------------------------....---

Figure 3-3: (a) SFG of a fifth-order Chebyshev tilter (b) The log-domain
equivalent system

·1 X2 +1 -1 X.j +1

1
1 ë I<·)dt
ë

3
I(.)dt

1
:;

• C/<·)dl

>:
XI +1 -1 X3 +1 ·1

(a)

•
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3.3.3 The Complete Chebyshev Log·Domain Filter

The final step in the design of the lvg filter involves replacing the different

eomponents of the signal-flow graph shown in Figure 3-3(b) with the circuits introduccd

in Seclion 2.4. This results in the complete log-domain circuit shown in Figure 3-4 on the

following page. The scaling factor 1/2Vr which is necessary to maintain the

clIlIivalence belween the log-domain inlegrator and the corresponding linear integrator

was accollnled for by scaling the original LC ladder component values by 1/2Vr . The

ncw component values are given in Table 3-2. Note that the lUter could also have been

implcmenled by keeping the same component values as the LC ladder and scaling the bias

currents by the factor 1/2Vr . This will be confirmed when we examine the tunability of

this tilter later in the chapter.

Name Value Name Value

Rs ln CL 3.47308 nF,

Cc G.79560nF Cc 6.79560nF
1 ,

CL, 3.47308 nF RL ln

Cc 9.55216 nF
J

Table 3-2: Component values for the 5th-order Chebyshev log
domain filter circuit
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r------------------ _

Figure 3-4: Circuit diagram for the fifth-order Chebyshev log tilter
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Now that a complete log-domain tilter has been designed we take a minute to examine the

physical nature of this circuit. Like in the LC ladder, there exists a correspondence

hctwccn the variables in the log-rlomain signal-flow graph and the physical voltages and

currcnts in the circuit of Figure 3-4. These are as follows:

lt has already been shown that the original signal-flow graph representation of the

LC ladder and the log-domain signal-flow graph are equivalent. It is interesting to note

that while the input-output signals in the LC ladder are represented by voltages, the input

and output of the log-domain tilter are both currents. This has led sorne to characterize the

log-domain tilter as a current-mode circuit.

What the method of design proposed in this thesis has shown us is that the key

nodes in the log-domain signal-flow graph (XI' X2 , ... ) are physically represented by

voltages. ln fact, the input and output are only currents due to the LOG and ANT/-LOG

functions which have been added to preserve the linearity of the system. This would

indicate to sorne that this is a voltage-mode circuit. Suffice to say that it is always difficult

to classify circuits in this manner due to the fundamental relationship between voltage and

current (e.g.. Ohm's law). The important thing is to realize that this circuit possesses many

of the advantages which are often associated with current-mode circuits, namely the fact

that impedances along the signal path are low and that there all small voltage swings at the

key nodes.

3.4 Simulation Results

The performance of the fifth-order Chebyshev filter will now be measured

through HSP1CE simulations [29,30). The tests that will be performed full under two main
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categories: frequency behavior and linearity. First. the overall frequency performance of

the filter will be measured by comparing the frequency response of the log-domain circuit

to the LC ladder that it was designed to implement. The tunability and high-frequency

performance of the filter will also be verified sincc thesc arc two of the most imporwnt

properties of these circuits.

The second big area of interest is the linearity of these lilters. Although Iinearity

is always an important property of electronic circuits. it is of partieular importance herl'

due to the unique linearization procedures used in these circuits. In order to verity this

area of the filter's performance several different distortion tests will be performed.

3.4.1 Frequency Response

The traditional method for simulating the frequency response of a circuit using

HSP/CE is to perform AC analysis. HSP/CE does this type of analysis by tirst ~ o l v i n g for

the DC operating point of the circuit, then it determines linearized small-signal models for

the different components in the circuit. Because this approach negates lhe essential

translinear nature of the bipolar transistor, it is not particularly suiled to lesting the log

domain technique. A better approach is to perform mu/titolle {/I11I/ysis.

3.4././ Multitone Ana/ysis

Multitone analysis is popular in the testing community and involves linding the

spectral response of a circuit stimulated by an input consisting of many sinusoidal tones (a

multitone input). Appendix A describes the multitone simulation method used in this

thesis. This novel approach combines multitone testing with HSP/CE transient analysis.

Because of the large-signal nature of HSP/CE transient analysis, the circuit is simulated

without small-signal approximation. In addition to a1lowing the measurement of

frequency response, multitone analysis can a1so he used for distortion measurements.

The fifth-order Chebyshev tilter was simulated using a 16 tone multitone input,
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whcrc cach tone had an amplitude of 40 IlA. The sampling frequency was chosen ta be

750 kHz and the frequencies of the input tones were chosen according to the method

dcscribcd in Appendix A. The results are shown in Figure 3-5. The simulations were

pcrformed using both ideal transistors and transistor models for a bipolar analog array

provided by the Gennum Corporation [31]. The complete transistor rnodels can he found

in Appendix C. The circuit tested using ideal transistors had a cutoff frequency and a

passband ripple very close ta that of the Le ladder and met the desired specifications. This

confirms lhat the theory developed previously is accurate. If we have a device which can

providc a perrect exponential function, like an ideal hipolar transistor, then we will get the

dcsired frequency response.

•

The performance of the circuit modelled with Gennum transistors shows a slight

change in the passband ripple and a shift of the cutoff frequency by about 20 kHz. This is

primarily due to the finite ~ which affects the bias current of the transistors, and in tum

influences the cutoff frequency of the filter. This characteristic of log-domain filters is

what mukes these circuits tunable and should allow us ta establish a tuning circuit which

will uccount for this shift in frequency. Tunability will he discussed in sorne depth later in

this section.

Figure 3-5: Multitone analysis of the fifth-order log-domain Cheby
shev filter (a) Ideal tx.s (b) Gennum txs
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3.4.1.2 AC Allalysis

Multitone analysis is the best method for tcsting log-domuin I1ltcrs sincc AC

analysis does not account for the translinear nature of thcsc circuits. Howcvcr. once the

operation of the circuit has been confirmed through multitone analysis. AC analysis can

then be used as a quicker way to get the frequcncy rcsponse. This is bccause the AC

analysis resulLs are not wrong, it is just that they are only limitcd to smull signal inputs.

In order to confirm that the AC results arc the same us those obtaincd l'rom

multitone analysis. wc perform AC analysis on the fifth-order Chebyshev filtcr dcrived

previously. The magnitude response of the filter is shown in Figure 3-6. Likc in the

multitone case, we compare the frequency response of the Le ladder to that of the log

demain filter simulated using both ideal transistors and Gennum transistors. The rcsults

are indeed the same as the ones given by multitone analysis. This is not immediatcly

ebvious because the frequency axis is logarithmic in this case. Howevcr, if we exmnine

the results for the circuit modelIed using Gennum transistors we can see the same loss of

symmetry in the passband and the 20 kHz shift in the cutoff frequency. Aguin the circuit

modelled using ideal transistors gives an almost identical response to that of the LC

° F = : : c I : l I l I I = = - = = = = = = = t = \ ~ " " " " " ~ ï

-:ol.:-,-.....,..-........- ....10...-""':10·,.-...-.-....................10·

'~IH>1

Figure 3-6: AC analysis of the 5th-order Chebyshev log-domain filter
(a) Full frequency (b) Passband•
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]llùdcr.

3.4.1.3 Twwhility

We have already shown that in arder to maintain the equivalence between a log~

domain system and its corresponding linear system (LC ladder), then either the

capadtancc values or the bias currents must be scaled by the factor 1,/2Vr"To fail to do

so will havc an cffcct on the frequency behavior of the log-domain filter. While this adds

an extra clement of complexity to the design of log filters, it is also what makcs these

circuits casily tunable.

Let us examine the frequency response of the Chebyshev filler if wc keep the

capacitanccs in the circuit constant and vary ail of the bi~ currents simultaneously. Figure

3-7 shows AC analysis results for the circuit simulated with bias levels of 0.1 "tA, 1 J.lA,

10 J.1A and 100 /lA. The transistors were modelIed with Gennum models. The input signal

level was chosen such that it was of the same order as the bias CUITent and only the gain

was plotted. Figure 3-7 confirms that the cutoff frequency is directly proportional to the

bius current.

The disadvantage of this aspect of the log fiiter's performance is that any change

in the bias currents will lend to a change in the cutoff frequency. We have already seen

Figure 3-7: Tunability of the log-domain iUter
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how the finite ~ associatcd with real transistors leads to base CUlTcnl loss ami hencc 10

changcs in the cutoff frcquency, Thc solution is to usc a tuning schcme which will allow

the designer ta precisely set the cutoff frequency of the lilter to its desired value by fine

tuning the bias currents,

A second fealure of these circuits which arises due to the scaling factor 1/2 liT

is that the cutoff frequency is dependent on the Ihermal voltage. 1I·f' Because of the strong

relationship between the thermal voltage and temperature. this nmkes the frequency

behavior of the log tilter temperature dependent. However. since we know of the linear

behavior of the filter with temperalure. '.his problem can be easily remedied. One solution

would be to make the CUITent sources inversely proportional to temperature using a

scheme similar to the one used in band-gap references [12]

3.4. J.4 Higll-Freq/lency Perfomzance

Another [eature of the log-domain filter which will be explored is to measure the

maximum cutoff frequency which can be achieved before the frequency behavior begins

to break down. The frequency behavior of any transistor circuit will eventually be limited

by thelr of the slowesttransistor in the circuit. In order to test the high-speed performance

of this technique independent of the transistors which are used, we will measure how close

to the Ir of the slowest transistor the circuit can be run.

The reason that the log-domain lilter shows promise in the area of high-speed

tilter design is that ail of the nodes along the signal path arc low impedance. As a resull,

the poles which occur duc the parasitic capacitances associated with the transistors will be

placed at higher frequencies than if they were in a circuit with high impedance nodes

along the signal path. Traditional liIter designs tend to be made from voltage-mode

circuits which have numerous high impedance nodes.

In order to measure the high-speed performance of the log-domain filter, the

cutoff frequency will be varied by decreasing the capacitor values in the circuit. As in the
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Figure 3-8: High-frequency performance of the log filter
(a) Full frequency range (b) Passband

•

•

Le ladder, the cutoff frequency of the tilter will increase accordingly. The cutoff

frequency will be increased until the frequency behavior of the tilter begins to lose its

shape in the passband. This will give us the maximum operating frequency of the circuit.

The maximum bandwidth of the circuit will then be reported as a percentage of the.ft of

the slowest transistor in the circuit.

Figure 3-8 shows the frequency behavior of the log-domain tilter designed for

five different cutoff frequencies. The different cutoff frequencies are specitied ta the left of

the graph. The circuit was again modelled using Gennum transistor models. The Gennum

transistors have ft's of 2.5 GHz for the NPN transistors and 10 MHz for the PNP

transistors. The results show that the log filters maintain their frequency behavior up ta

approximately 1 MHz, or 1/1Oth of the,fr of the slowest transistor. This confirms that log

domain tiltering is indeed a relatively fast filtering scheme.

3.4.2 Distortion Measurements

•
The log-domain tilter. like other transistor circuits, is susceptible to distortion due

to the non-Hnear nature of the bipolar transistor. Distortion measurement is of particular

importance in this type of tilter because of the unique approach used for linearizing the
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circuit. Simulated distortion measurements will be pcrformed using the t11ultilonc

technique described in Appendix A. The input will be compased of eithcr one or two tones

depending on the distortion test. A single tone allows us ta measure total harmonie

distortion (THO) while two tones arc used for intermodulation distortion 111casurcmcnt

(lMO).

3.4.2. J The Interc:ept Concept

When measuring the distortion level associated \Vith a circuit il is important to

specify the input level at which it was measured. For example. one circuit may spccify a

THD level of -60 dB while another might specify a distortion level of -40 dB but unlcss

the same input level was used, no meaningful comparison can be made. One \Vay to cnsure

that a fair comparison is made between different circuits is to measure the distortion and

compare it to circuits' intercept points [32]. An intercept point is a relative measure which

is defined as the level where the output power of the fundamental is equal to the output

power of a given harmonie. There will be an intereept point for eaeh harmonie but it is

eustomary to only give intereept plots for the first two harmonies. Figure 3-9 shows the

intercept plots for the fifth-order Chebyshev filter simulated using bath ideal and Gennum

transistors. The input was a single 1 kHz sinusoidal tone sueh thut it was weIl within the
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Figure 3-9: Intercept plots for the log-domain filter

(a) Ideal txs (b) Gennum txs
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passband of the circuit. The relative power measurements are given with respect ta 1 mA.

as this was the maximum current used in the experiment.

Power =20 . log lO[/;~~~J (3.7)

•

Table 3-3 gives numerical values for the intercept points. The intercept points are much

lowcr for the Gennum transistors than for ideal transistors which indicates that the

distortion is greater when real transistors are present. This is to be expected since the

Iinearity of log-domain filters is related to the transistors ability to perform the inverse

functions. LOG and ANTI-LOG. The more ideal the transistors. the better matched the

functions will be.

Transistors Intercept Point Input Power Output Power

Ideal 2nd Order 91.4 dB 85.5 dB

3rd Order 61.6 dB 55.7 dB

Gennum 2nd Order 20.2 dB 13.0 dB

3rd Order 17.8 dB 10.5 dB

Table 3-3: Intercept points of the log-domain filter

3.4.2.2 Total Hannonic Distortion

Here we present the most traditional measure of distortion in electronic circuits,

namely total harmonie distortion or THD. This is a measure of the power of the harmonies

to the power of the fundamental and is ealeulated using the foUowing formula:

J ~ + l ~ + ~ + ...
THD=...:.....;;~~~-

/]
(3.8)

•
/, is the eureent magnitude of the fundamental and 12• 13, ... are the current magnitudes of

the harmonies (with the subseript denoting the eorresponding harmonie term). The filter
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was tested using a sinusoidal input signal at a frequency of much less than the cUlaiT

frequency of the tilter. This ensures that only very high harmonies will be affeetcd by the

tilter's frequency response. The input sinusoid had an amplitude of 10 IlA and a frequcncy

of 1 kHz. The spectral response of the tilter stimulated by this tonc and is shawn in Figure

3-10. The frequency response is given for the tiller tested using bath ideal and Gcnnum

transistor models. The total harmonie distortion \Vas then measurcd with the rcsults given

in Table 3-4.

•

Using ideal transistors we get very litt1e distortion whieh proves that, dcspitc the

non-Iinearity of the individual integrators in the log-domain tilter, we still have a very

Iinear system overall. When real transistors are used the distortion is considcrably greater

due to the fact that the transistors are no longer acting as perfect exponential functions.

Using better transistors than the anes provided by the relatively law-cost Gennum proccss,

one would expect to get distortion levels somewhere between the ideal transistors and the

Gennum transistors.
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Figure 3-10: Frequency plots for calculating the THD of the log-domain

tilter (a) Ideal txs (b) Gennum txs
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Transistors lin THD [%] THD [dB]

Ideal 10 flA 0.00739% -82.6 dB

Gennum 10 IlA 0.329% -49.7 dB

Table 3-4: Total hannonic distortion in the log-domain filter

3.4.2.3 Intemlvdulatioll Distortion

The final form of distortion measurement which will be made is that of

intermodulalion distortion (lMD). This involves stimulating a circuit wilh two tones,

usually close in frcquency and near the pnssband edge of the tilter. In addition to the usual

harmonies present at the output, we expect to see harmonies which satisfy the following

criteria:

(3.9)

wherc n and m are positive integers such that Il + m ~ 3 . Figure 3-11 shows the spectral

responsc of the log tilter stimulated by two tones, one at 75 kHz and another at 80 kHz.

The reader can c1early sec the different hannonics created by the mixing of the two

different frequencies. A quantitative mensure of the intennodulation distortion in the log

tiller will be given in the experimental results of Chapter 5.

ID"

3:

i
1D"

Figure 3-11: Intennodulation distortion in the log-domain tilter
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3.5 Summary

The frequency response of the filter was identical to that of its Le ladder when

ideal transistors were used and only slightly off with real transistor models. The nlter

showed tunability and high-frequency operation up to I/lOth of the .1; of the slowest

transistor in the circuit. The simulated distortion levels \Vere comparahle to distortion

mcasurements quoted for other filtering techniques [1 J.

The next chapter will examine the performance of filters with nnite transmission

zeros, specifieally elliptie and bandpass filters.
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This chapter will introduce two new types of log-domain filters which contain

finite transmission zeros; namely elliptic and bandpass filters. Both filters will be derived

using the basic techniques described in Chapters 2 and 3. The derivation of the elliptic

filter will requirc an approximation in order to compensate for the faet that no log-domain

differcntiator has been introduced. As beforc, HSPICE simulations will be used to confirm

that these filters have the proper frcquency behavior.

4.1 Elliptic Filters

4.1.1 Derivation of a Third·Order Elliptic Filter

In order to limit the eomplexity of the derivation of this filter and the size of the

ensuing circuit. the design will be Iimited to that of a third-order elliptie filter. The filter

characteristics arc ehosen as:

Cutofffrequency: le = 10 kHz

Stopband Region: Os =20 kHz

Stopband Attenuation =30dB
Passband Ripple =O.5dB
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Figure 4-1: (a) Le ladder for a 3rd-order elliptic filter and its associated
frequency response

The LC ladder which meets these specifications is shown in Figure 4-1 along wilh ilS

associated frequency response. As in Chapter 3, the signal-tlow graph ean bc drawn using

modified nodal analysis whieh results in the signal-ftow graph of Figure 4-2(a).

As should be expeeted from the similarity of their LC ladders, the signnl-l1ow

graph of the elliptie filter is very much like the one for the Chebyshev Illter. The only

difference lies in the differentiator which is caused by the series capacitor bctwecn nodes

VI and V3. As will be shown shortly, a single capacitor can be used to perform the

differentiator operation in the log-domain filter as long as a simple approximation is made.

The next step in the design of the filter is to redraw the signal-tlow graph

according to the roles of Chapter 3 (Figure 4-2(b». The differentiator sections can be left

as is without changing the overall linear input-output relationship of the filter.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to implement this circuit based solely on the building

blocks of Chapter 2 since we have not introduced a log~domain differentiator. However

we know that in other filter technologies (active-RC for example), a simple capacitor is

used to implement the differentiator. Let us. for the sake of argument, assume that a

capacitor placed between nodes il and X3 of the Chebyshev filter will give the desired
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Figure 4-2: (a) SFG of a 3rd-order elliptie filter (b) The log-domain

equivalent system

elliptic transfer function. This would result in the circuit shown in Figure 4-3.

•

ln order to verify that the circuit of Figure 4-3 corresponds to the signal-ftow

graph of Figure 4-2(b) we begin by writing an expression for the current ftowing into the

capacitor CC3 due to the non-inverting integrator and the capacitor CC2' Note that for the

sake of sirnplicity the current drawn frorn the current source and from the output section

have been omitted. The current through CC3 is thus given by:

(4.1)
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Figure 4 ~ 3 : Circuit diagram for a 3rd-order elliptic log-domain fllter

VJI2Vr
Multiplying through by e gives:

We must now make the following approximation in order to cstablish a corrcspondcncc

between the elliplie filter circuit and the signal-flow graph derived from the Le laddcr:

Vl l2Vr V]I2Vr
e = e (4.3)

While sueh an assumption is not immediately obvious, practical experience wilh the log

domain elliplic filter has proven it to be valid. This allows us to rewrite Eq. (4.3) as:

Applying the chain rule gives:

(4.5)

•
A

The factor 1
0
/2 VT can be absorbed into the constant K23 such that:
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K _ K 23 '1"
23 - 2V
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(4.6)

•

•

This equation can be rewritten in terms of the LOG and ANTI-LOG functions defined in

Chapter 2, as:

Rewriting Eq. (4.8) and simplifying leads to the final fonn of the equation shown below:

A comparison between Eq. (4.9) and the signal-f1ow graph of Figure 4-2(b) shows that we

do indeed have a circuit which will implement the transfer function of an elliptic tilter

(assuming of course that the approximation of Eq. (4.3) is valid). Simulation results will

be shown next.

4.1.2 Simulation Results

As with the Chebyshev log-domain filter, the frequency perfonnance of this filter

will be tested using both a large-signal fonn of HSPlCE analysis (multitone analysis) and

HSPICE small-signal analysis (AC analysis). This ensures that the log-domain filter will

perfonn properly for ail possible levels of input current.

The results of the HSP/CE frequency analysis·are shown in Figure 4-4. Figure 4

4(a) shows multitone testing while Figures 4-4(b) and 4-4(c) give the results of the AC

analysis. As we saw with the Chebyshev filter we get excellent perfonnance when ideal

transistors are used such that the fiiter specifications are exactly met. There is a slight shift

in the cutoff frequency and the shape of the passband ripple when Gennum transistors are
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Figure 4 ~ 4 : Frequency analysis of the log-domain elliptic til
ter (a) Multitone analysis (b) AC analysis (full scale) (c) AC

analysis (passband)

substituted. This is again primarily due to the tinite ~ of the Gennum transistors which

gives rise to base eurrent loss and has a noticeable erreet on the performance of the filter.

There is little evidence that the approximation that was used when deriving the elliptie

log-domain tilter had an adverse effeet on its frequency response. This will he furthcr

contirrned by the experimental results of Chapter 5.

•
4.2 Bandpass Filters

4.2.1 Derivation of a Fourth-Order Log-Domain Bandpass Filter

The tirst step in the design of a bandpass tilter is to tind an LC ladder with the
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Figure 4-5: Ca) Lowpass Prototype Cb) Bandpass LC ladder
Cc) Magnitude response of the bandpass LC ladder

desircd specifications. The design process begins with the choice of a suitable lowpass

prototype. As wc wish to design a fourth-order bandpass tiller we choose the second-arder

ButtelWorth tilter shawn in Figure 4-5(a) as the lowpass prototype. Applying the

appropriate Le circuit transformations [23] leads ta the fourth-order bandpass tiller shown

in Figure 4-5(b). The tiller was designed such that it has a cutoff frequcncy of 1 kHz and a

600 Hz bandwidth. Its magnitude response is shown in Figure 4-5(c).

The next step is to represent the Le ladder by its signal-flow graph. Because of

the limitcd set of building blocks available. we must ensure that the signal-flow graph

contains only integrators along with sununing and multiplication operations. The ladder of

Figure 4-5(b) would then be represented by the following set of equations (Laplace

notation has been used to save space):

•
(4.10)
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(4.11 )

•

1
1 =-V

3 L"::!
IJ"

These equations result in the signal-flow graph of Figure 4-6(a).

-1

(a)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4,16)

•

CJLOG
ll2'J ANT/·LOG

(b)

Figure 4-6: (a) SFa for the 4th-order bandpass tilter (b) Equivalent
log-domain SFG
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,---

Figure 4-7: A 4th-order log-domain bandpass tilter

In order to transform this signal-fiow graph into the desired log-domain form we

apply the rules of Section 3.2. This results in the new signal-fiow graph shown in Figure 4

6(b). Note that multiplier coefficients in the log-domain signaI-fiow graph are the same as

those in the original signal-fiow graph but have been omitted for the sake of clarity. The

building blocks of Chapter 2 are then used to create the log-domain circuit for a bandpass

filtcr (Figure 4-7).

4.2.2 Simulation ResuUs

Figure 4-8 shows HSPICE simulation results for the bandpass log-domain filter

derivcd previously. As always, the analysis was performed using both the multitone

approach described in Appendix A and AC analysis. The response of the bandpass filter

did Ilot meel the specifications as weIl as for the lowpass log-domain filters. Although the

filler performs a generaI bandpass operation it faIls short of the specifications in terms of

cUloff frequency, gain and ripple hehavior. These can he compensated for by changing the

bias currents which can he used to seaIe both the gmn and the cutoff frequency. More
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importantly however, :he transistors labelled Qa and Qb tend ta saturate under large signal

conditions. Tr.is is due ta the fact that there is no OC path ta ground for the currcnl

flowing into CLa and CCb' Future work in this area could explore the devclopment of more

stable structures for bandpass filtering.

4.3 Summary

In this ehapter, the general method for the design of log-domain filtcrs was used

to design a third-order elliptie filter and a fourth-order bandpass one. By using an

approximation, we were able ta implement the elliptic filter by simply adding a series

eapaeitor to the Chebyshev design found previously. HSP/CE simulation confirmed that

this approximation was acceptable. HSPICE was also used to simulate the bandpass filtcr

whieh showed the required frequency behavior for small input levels but whieh ran into a

problem with transistor saturation for larger inputs.
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•
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5.1 The Biquadratic Filter

The first circuit whose experimental performance will be described is the log

domain biquadmtic fUter. This particular circuit was finit introduced by Frey in [5]

although the same circuit can be found using the design method introduced in this thesis.

The complete circuit is shown in Figure 5-1. These resulls are of particular importance

since they represent the first experimental confirmation of the log-domain filtering

technique [33]. This section begins wiLh a description of the experimental set-up used for

CI =2.25 oF
C2 =8,49 nF

Figure 5-1: The log-domain biquadratic tilter
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testing the biquadratic filter. The experimental resulls will then l'ail inlo Iwo main

categories (much as they did in the simulation resulls). namely frequency performance ami

linearity measurements. In the first. we compare Ihe actual response of the biquad 10 its

intended transfer function. then show tunability and high-frequency operation. We Iben

present a series of linearity measurements. including total harmonie distortion.

intermodulation distortion and signal-to-noise ratio.

•

5.1.1 The Test Set-Up

An integrated circuit of the log-domain biquadratic filler was fabrieated using

Gennum GA911 analog arrays [31]. These are semi-custom bipolar arrays that are

composed of fixed components which can be interconnp.eted in whatever conliguratiun the

designer chooses. In other words, the designer has control over a single metal layer which

is deposited over a number of fixed components. The Gennum process provides NPN and

PNP transistors withfr's of 2.5 GHz and la MHz respectively. A microphotograph of the

chip is shown in Figure 5-2.

The cun'ent sources in the circuit were built using a modified Wilson design. The

circuit was biased with supplies of ± 5 volts. In order to generate and measure the input

and output currents, simple VfI and IN converters were included in the test circuit (sec

Figure 5-3). The input was generated on an HP3314A function generator while the

frequency analysis was performed using the HP3588A spectrum analyzer.

Figure 5-2: Microphotograph of the log-domain biquad

.' .
. ,j ....
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J
-i ~ ~ .
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Figure 5-3: The complete test-circuit for the log-domain filter

5.1.2 Frequency Performance

The magnitude response of the filter was first found and plotted versus the

second-order transfer function that it was designed to implement. The results are shown in

Figure 5-4. The experimental response was found by applying a peak-to-peak current

input of 100 J.LA and sweeping it From 10 Hz to 1 MHz. As is evident from the results, the

biquad has the expected transfer function. The cutoff frequency is correct within a small

cxperimental error, due to the finite Pof the transistors.

5. J.2. J Tlmability

O,r--...---.--........--.---........-...,

-\0

~ : .

Figure 5-4: Frequency response of the biquad
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Anather advantage of t h ~ lag-damain filEcr is ils tunability, Le. the ease in which

the cutaff frequency of the circuit can be varied. The tunability of the log tiller C~ll1 he

attributed to the factor J /2 VT which must be accountcd for \Vhen using a log-domaino ~

integratar instead of a traditional integrator. This factor is implcrncnted by cither \'aryil~g

the capacitors or the bias currents in the circuit. This thcory was tested experimcntally by

varying ail of the bias currents in the circuit. The l1Iter showcd tunability ovcr Iwo

decades, narnely from 1 kHz ta 100 kHz. A plot of the nmgnitude response of the

biquadratic filter for three differentlevels of bias current is shawn in Figure 5-5(a).

5.1.2.2 Higll-frequellcyoperation

The final frcquency test which was perfonned on the biquadratic filler was 10

measure how close the cutoff frequency could be brought to the Ir of the slowcst transistor

(lO MHz for the GA911 Gennum process). Ta do 50, the capacitors in the circuit \Vere

varied such that the cutoff frequency gradually increased. Figure 5-5(b) shows plots or the

magnitude response of the filter for four different cutoff frequencies: 50 kHz, 500 kHz, 1

MHz and 5 MHz. From these results we can see that the passband remains llal up to a

cutoff frequency of 1 MHz or 1I10th of theIr of the slowest transistor.

o;-----.---..,..,."..---,..,..-~--.." la..----........--r----....--.---..,.......-...,

-la

-:10

:~~~~~ .'.: ;

~~~hr .~ .. ~.j,.
',~ :~ """
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::::~~:i \\', "'\ ..'
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(a) (b)

Figure 5-5: (a) Tunability of the log-domain biquad (b) The magnitude
response of the biquad for 4 different cutoff frequencies
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5.1.3 Linearity Measurements

5.1.3.1 l()/al Harmonie Distortion

One of the most eommon measures of linearity is total harmonie distortion

(THO). This is a measure of the total power of the harmonies to the power of the

fundamental. By applying a test signal to the circuit and observing the output on a

speetrum analyzer we ean measure the harmonies and thus the total harmonie distortion. A

spectral plot of the output for the circuit stimulated by a 100 !J.A, 1 kHz sine wave is

shown in Figure 5-6(a). Given a spectral plot of this kind, the total harmonie distortion ean

be ealeulated using Eq. (3.8). Table 5-1 shows THO measurements for a range of different

input amplitudes and frequeneies. Ali measurements were taken over a 50 kHz bandwidth.

The biquadratie log-domain lilter eonsistently showed distortion levels of less than -60

dB.

lin Frequeney THO

100 !J.A 1 kHz -62.4 dB 0.071%

10 !LA 1 kHz -62.9 dB 0.076%

100!J.A 5kHz -60.3 dB 0.096%

Table 5-1: THD measurements for the log-domain biquad

5.1.3.2 IntemlOdulation Distortion

One of the disadvantages of THO as a measure of linearity is that the harmonies

may be affeeted by the filtering eharaeteristics of the device under test. This is particularly

relevant when dealing with lowpass or bandpass filters. A better test of linearity in such

cases is the measurement of intermodulation distortion (IMO) described in Section

3.4.2.3.

A spectral plot of the log-domain biquad slimulaled by IWO lones of slightly less
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Figure 5-6: Spectral response of the biquad (a) Stimulated by a single 1

tone Cb) Stimulated by two tones

•

•

than the cutoff frequency of the filter is shown in Figure 5-6(a). The componcntsho and

f02 represent the second~order distonion products which accountcd for most of the totul

harmonie distortion found in the previous section. The tone fi/ represents the slim of the

two tones and is traditionally 6 dB greater than the ::;econd order componcnts, as is the

ease here. We concentrate here on the distortion components close to the original toncs

(//2 and 12,) sinee these fall near the desired frequeneies and can prove the most

troublesome [32]. In Figure 5-?(a), we show a plot of the sum of the power of these third

order harmonies versus the amplitude of one of the input tones. The second tone was of

equal amplitude. Also ineluded on the graph is a plot of the power of the sum of the two

fundamentals versus input eurrent. The lenst intermodulation distortion oeeurs for an input

of 100 !-IA and measures -70 dB. The !MD then inereases due ta the cubie relationship

between these harmonies and the input signal. At low input levels, the power of the

harmonies remains constant due to the faet that they are sa small they get lost below the

noise floor.

•
5.1.3.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The final test performed on the biquad was ta find the signal-to-noise-plus-
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Figure 5-7: (a) IMD vs. input CUITent (b) SNR vs. input
CUITent (measured over a 50 kHz HW)

distortion ratio (SNR) for different levels of input current. The performance of the biquad

biased with 400 !lA current sources is shown in Figure 5-7(b). The measurement was

made over a 50 kHz bandwidth. The signal-to-noise ratio increases linearly up to a peak

to-peak signal of 25 !J.A then we see that the harmonies begin to dominate. The maximum

attainable signal-to-noise ratio with tbis circuit was 54 dB. From these results together

with those of the previous sections we see that the distortion behavior of the biquadratic

Iilter is best between 10 and 100 IlA. This is consistent with the transistor specifications

which shows that the transistors have their highest ~ levels for currents in that range.

5.2 The Fifth-Order Chebyshev Filter

ln order to confirm the design method presented in this thesis, a fifth-order

Chebyshev log-domain filter like the one proposed in Chapter 3 was fabricated using the

Gennum bipolar process presented earlier. In this section. we will show experimental

results which verify the performance of this filter. Once again, we focus on the frequency

response and linearity of these circuits since these best allow us to judge the usefulness of

these new techniques.
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5.2.1 The Test Set-up

The fifth-order Chebyshev tiller \Vas fabricated \Vith a largcr version of Ihe

Gennum GA911 bipolar array used for the biquadralic tilter. As wilh the biquad. modilicd

Wilson current mirrors \Vere used for the CUITent sources and the circuit \Vas him;ed al ± 5

valls. AlI of the external test circuitry and equipment was lhe same as described

previously.

5.2.2 Frequency Performance

The components of the Chebyshev filter were choscn such lhat it Imd a cUlotT

frcquency of 50 kHz and a 1 dB ripple. A plot of the spectral response of the tilter is

shown in Figure 5-8(a) along with a close-up of the passband (Figure 5-8(b»). The ligure

also shows a plot of the frequency response of the LC ladder which met the original

specifications along with HSPICE AC analysis of the filter modelIed using bOlh ideal and

Gennum transistors.

The results show that the fifth-order log-domain filter has very much the desired

frequency response. Most importantly, we see the desired rippling behavior in the

passband and the correct attenuation in the transition and stopband regions (untilthc noise
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Figure 5-8: (a) Magnitude response of the 5th-arder Chebyshev
log filter (b) Close-up of the passband
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Figure 5-9: (a) Tunability of the 5th-arder log filter
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1100r is reached). There is a shift in the cutoff frequency by approximately 10 kHz which is

due to the non-ideal nature of the transistors. This can be seen in the simulation results

where we see similar behavior when more realistic transistor models are used. More

specifically, it is due to the finite ~ of the bipolar transistor which results in a certain

amount of base current loss. Since the cutoff frequency of the log-domain filter is directly

proportional to the bias current, this base current loss translates into a shift in the cutoff

frequency. It can be accounted for by designing the bias current such that it compensates

for this current 10ss.

The tunability of this filter is demonstrated in Figure 5-8. Although the resistors

which set the bias current of the circuit were fixed, we could still vary the supply voltages

and thus change the bias in this manner. The general circuit operation was maintained

although the new supply levels did have a slight effect on the filter response, as will be

discussed shortly. Figure 5-8 shows the fifth-order Chebyshev filter biased with ±4V, ±

SV and ± 6V supplies which corresponded to bias currents of 140 lIA, 180 JlA and 220 JlA

respectively. Clearly, we can see how the bias current controls the cutoff frequency of the

circuit while maintaining most other filter characteristics. Note however, that the passband
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ripple increased slightly as the supplY voltages were incrcased. This is duc to the Early

effect which modifies the ideal exponential nature of the bipolar transistor. 11 hc~omcs

more pronounced when higher voltage supplies are used sincc it is rclutcd to the transistor

voltage VCE'

5.2.3 Linearity Measurements

5.2.3.1 Total Hamwnic Distortion

Figure 5-1O(a) shows a plot of the total harmonie distortion of the lifth-order

Chebyshev log-domain filter versus input eurrent. The input was a 2 kHz sine wlIve of

varying amplitude. The frequeney of the input tone was ehosen sueh that it \V'1S weil

below the cutoff frequeney of the filter 50 that the harmonies \Vere not uffeetcd by the

natural aUenuation of the filter. The faet that the input frequency is below the passband

edge leads to slightly bctter distortion measurements than might be found for an input

signal placed right at the cutoff frequeney. This is why the intermodulation distortion test

is a better measure of linearity.

The best harmonie distortion measure was -47 dB found for an input of 15 }lA

and a bias current of 180 J.LA. The distortion is primarily due te the first harmonie round lit

o

10"

-10

·20

1 lin = 30 ~A 1

•
(a) (b)

Figure 5-10: (a) THD of the log-domain Chebyshev filter vs. input
CUITent (b) Spectral plot of the tilter output for a single tone input
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twicc the frequency of the fundamental, as shawn in a spectral plot of the filter stimulated

by a 30 /lA, 2 kHz sine wave (Figure 5-IO(b)).

5.2.3.2 IntemlOdulation Distortion

In arder ta measure the intermodulation distortion (!MD) of the lùg-domain filter

a two-tone stimulus was applied ta the filter. The frequency of the two tones was choscn

such they were 4 kHz apart and they were placed slightly below the passband edge of the

filter. As this is where the worse distortion occurs, this gives us a fonn of worst-case

analysis of the linearity of the tilter. Figure 5-II(b) shows the spectral response of the

Chebyshev filter stimulated by tones of 28 kHz and 32 kHz. One can clearly see the

different harmonics and intennodulation products.

The products which are of the most interest ta us are the third-order tones found

at 24 kHz and 36 kHz. Figure 5-11 (a) shows a plot of the sum of the power of the

fundamentals and of the sum of the power of the third-order hannonics versus input

current. The difference between these two measurements gives us the intennodulation

distortion. The best IMD measure for this lilter was -55 dB and occuITed for an input of 30

/lA and 180 /lA CUITent sources.

• .,.
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Figure 5-11: (a) IMD of the Chebyshev log filter vs. input current
(b) Spectral plot of the filter output for a two tone input
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For comparison purposes, Figure 5-11(a) shows the sum of lhe power of lhe

second-orde~ products at 56 kHz and 64 kHz versus input current. The distortion measure

found by evaluating these products is in effectthe same as the THD measurement made in

the previous section Unfortunately, the distortion may be affected by the fact that these

products l'ail in the stopband region of the filter. Figure 5-11 (a) also shows how the power

of the third order products rises at a l'aster rate than the power of Ihe secoml-order

products. This is due to the cubic relationship between the third-order products and the

signal.

5.3 The Log-Domain Elliptic Filter

A fifth-order log-domain elliptic filter was designed based on Ihe techniques of

Chapter 4 and then implemented in silicon using the bipolar design process described

previously. This was easy to do since the circuit for a fifth-order elliptic filter is ahnost

identical to that of a fifth-order Chebyshev filter. The only difference lies in the value of

the existing capacitors and in the addition of two bypass capacitors.

The magnitude response of the elliptic log-domain filter is shown in Figure 5-12.

The filter which was fabricated was based on an LC ladder with a cutoff frequency of 40

kHz and a 1 dB passband ripple (also shown in Figure 5-12). Upon examining the

experimental response of the log-domain filter, we see that the basic responsc of an elliptic

filter has been achieved. We can clearly see the presence of the finite transmission zeros

which give rise to stopband ripple. The similarity between the experimental and expected

results further confirms that the approximation made in Chapter 4 was valid (Eq. (4.3».

As with the Chebyshev filter. the finite base current has given rise to a shift in the

cUloff frequency and to degradation of the passband ripple. The HSP/CE simulations

included in Figure 5-12 show the effect of non-ideal transistors on the filter performance.

Additional degradation of the passband may have been caused by variations in the
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Chaprcr 5: Experimental Res/llrs
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Figure 5-12: Frequency response of the elliptic log-domain filter
(a) Full frequency seale (b) Passband

eapacitor values.

The Iinearity of the log-domain elliptie filter was comparable ta the results found

for the fifth-order Chebyshev fUter hence they will not be repeated here.

5.4 Summary

Experimentally, the log filters fabricated using the Gennum process gave similar

results ta those found through simulation (Chapters 3 & 4). This is a testament to the

quality of the transistor models provided by Gennum.

Overall, the filters showed good correlation between their frequency response

and the response required by the specifications. There was sorne degradation of the

passband ripple and a slight shift in cutoff frequency caused by the base current loss of the

bipolar transistors. The filters proved to be tunable over two decades and could be

operated up to onl'\ tenth of the fT of the lowest transistor in the circuit. Distortion levels

measurcd using a variety of methods ranged from -45 dB to -70 dB. This is comparable ta

distortion levels found in many continUl)Us-time filtering schemes [1].
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CHAPTER6 Conclusion

6.1 Discussion of Results

This thesis presented a novel technique for the design of log-domain fillers based

on the operational simulation of LC ladders. Because of the non-linear nature of log

domain integrators, the traditional operational simulation method was modified and a

linearization procedure based on inverse functions was introduced. The strcngth of the LC

ladder method is that it makes the design of high-order log-domain filters easier and

provides the designer with greater insight into the circuit operation.

The t ~ c h n i q u e was demonstrated through the step-by-step design of a fifth-order

Chebyshev filter, as weil as the design a third-order elliptic filter and a fourth-order

bandpass filter. The behavior of these filters was verified through HSPICE simulation. A

simulation procedure called multitone analysis was used to perform the initial verification

of the fiiter's frequency behavior. It is based on HSPICE transient analysis and thus is

valid for ail input levels, large or small. This is as opposed to AC analysis which uses

linearized small-signal models of the transistors thus negating their truc exponential

nature. The results showed good correlation betw"en the simulated response and the
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Chapter 6: Condl/sion

original specifications. There was a slight drop in performance when real transistor models

wcre uscd since the devices no longer behaved as perfect exponential functions. The only

disturbing result was the presence of saturated transistors in the bandpass filter for larger

input lcvels.

Log-domain filters were fabricated using a semi-custom bipolar design process

provided by the Gennum Corporation. These results are of particular importance since

they representthe first experimental results to be reported on this topic. As was the case in

simulation, the filters showed excellent correlation between the experimental results and

the desired specifications. There were sorne discrepancies which can be allributed to the

non-ideality of the bipolar transistors. Most notably, the finite base current loss in the

transistors gave rise to a shift in cutoff frequency of approximately 10 kHz. This can be

compensated for since the filters can be tuned by adjusting the bias current.

Experimentally, the filter showed tunability over atleasttwo decades. The filters could be

operated up to a frequency of 1 MHz or I110th of theh of the slowesttransistor. In this

respect, log-domain filtering can be classified as a fast filtering scheme.

Several distortion measurements were performed in order to verify the linearity

of these filters. The harmonie distortion (THD) of these filters measured -62 dB for the

biquad and -47 dB for the fifth-order Chebyshev. Intermodulation distortion (a more

accepted distortion measurement as it can be performed with signais right at the passband

cdge) was -70 dB for the biquad and -55 dB for the Chebyshev filter.

In order to evaluate the performance of the filter in terms of our design goals a

table has been prepared which compares the log-domain filter to sorne of the more recent

papers on continuous-time filtering (Table 6-1). The design goals were high-frequency

performance, tunability and low distortion. Overall, the log-domain filter shows

comparable performance to the other filters. While sorne of the filters shown may

outperform the log filter in a specifie area, it is usually at the expense of another property.
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C/wptt'r ô: Conclusion

ln addition. the log-domain filter achieves these resulls using a circuit which is much

simpler than the other proposed schemes.

Author Type Order CUloff %1" Tumlhh: Dislnrtilll1 t

Snclgrovc & Shoval 1131 gm·C 2 450 MHz - YES -45 liB (IMD)

B. Nauta 1141 gm-C 3 9HMHz . YES -

Willingham & Maninl 17J gm-C 7 8MHz 3110()Q NO -1,5 tll -HO lIlI (TI ID)

Moon&SonglllJ MOS-C 5 22 kHz - NO -90 lIlI fllID)

Log-Domain Filtcr Log 2-5 1 MHz 1110 YES -55 '" -70 liB (lMD)

t. Direct comparison of distortion lcvels is difficult due to diffcrent experimen'al methods

Table 6-1: A comparison of continuous-time filters

6.2 Topies of Future Researeh

While this thesis has shown that the log-domain filter is a viable alternative to

traditional continuous-time filtering methods, it is still a relatively new concept and much

of its potential has yet to be explored.

High·Frequellcy Applicatiolls: In order to build log-domain filters operable at video

rates two possibilitie~ exist. First, the filters could be fabricated using a very good

complementary bipolar process such that the filter is not limited by the poor high

frequency performance of the PNP transistors. Better yet would be the design of an ail

NPN log-domain filter. The technique described in this thesis couId be used as long as ail

NPN versions of the log-domain integrators were derived.

Low-Voltage Desigll: The relatively simple nature of the log-domain filter along with the

small voltage swings at the internai nodes due to the logarithmic compression of

information makes this filtering method a good candidate for low·voltage circuit design.

Balldpass alld Highpass Filters: The problem of transistor saturation in the bandpass
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filler for higher input levels needs to be addressed. A more stable design could perhaps be

found based on an alternate signal-flow graph implementation. The design of a highpass

log filter has yet to be explored.

A MOSFET Implementation: The extension of the "log-domain" idea to MOS

transistors would have the advantage of eliminating the error eaused by base current loss

and would make it more compatible with today's integrated circuits. The problem is not an

easy one however sinee the MOS transistor does not behave according to an exponential

funetion but rather aeeording to a quadratic one. A similar theory would therefore have to

be developed based on the quadratie function.
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APPENDIX A Multitone Testing of the

Log-Domain Filter

HSPICE simulation is limited by its inability to perfonn AC analysis on non

linear circuits. This is due to the fact that when performing AC analysis, HSPICE tirst

solves for the DC operating point of the circuit, then detennines linearized, small-signal

models for ail of the non-linear devices in the circuit. This is particularly re!·.,vant when

testing the log-domain filter since the exponential nature of the bipolar transistor is at the

very heart of its operation.

The solution is to use a technique called multitone testing [34]. Multitone lesling

involves applying a stimulus composed of one or more tones to the device under test and

observing its spectral response. It is commonly used in the testing community and permits

the simultaneous measurement of frequency response, total harmonic distortion (THD)

and inter-modulation distortion (IMD).

This appendix will show how HSPICE transient analysis can be used to perfonn

this kind of testing. The basic approach is as folloY/s. First, HSPICE is used to find the

transient response of a circuit subjected to a multitone stimulus. Then the mathematical
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software package MATLAB finds the discrete fourier tmnsforrn of the transient output and

plots it with respectto frequency. The design approacb which is descrihed in this appendix

was used for ail of the multitone analysis perforrned on the log-domain filters of this

lhesis.

A.t Review of the Discrete Fourier Transforrn

ln order to understand sorne of the constraints which will be irnposed on the

analysis. we begin with a review of the discrete Fourier transforrn (DFT) [35].

For every discrete-tirne sequence x(n) there exists a Fourier transforrn which is

defined by:

~

~ -jlJln
X(oo) = ...::.x(n)e

Suppose we now lirnit the length ofx(n) to L sarnples. such that:

(A.I)

x(n) = { ~(n) O$n$L-1
n>L-I

(A.2)

The Fourier transform of this sequence will now be given by:

L-I

X(oo) = L x(n)e-
jron

n=O

21tk
We now sample X(oo) at N equally spaced frequencies OOk = li" , k=O.l .....N-l

and N ~ L. such that:

L _1 .211kn

(
21tk) ~ ~

X(k)=X li" = Lx(n)e ,k=O,I.2, .... N-1

n=O

which can be rewritten as:
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N-I

X(k)
"() (-j2nkll)/N

= L.J XIlC ,

IJ:;;O

k = O. 1. 2•...• N - 1 (A ..')

Eq. (A.3) denotes the relationship for transforming a sequence {x (II)} of length L::; N

into a sequence of frequency samples {X (k)} of length N. and is called the diserete

Fourier transform (OFT). The relationship which allows us to recovcr the sequence

{x (Il)} from a set of frequency samples is called the inverse discrete Fourier transform

(10FT) and is given by:

N-I

X (Il) = ~. LX (k) e U2nkll) IN,

k=O

Il = 0, l, 2, .... N - 1 (A.4)

The OFT is usually computed using any of a number of efficient algorithms whieh are

called Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).

A.2 The HSPICE File

The first step in multitone analysis is to use HSPICE to find the tmnsient response

of a circuit stimulated by one or more sinusoidaltones. For those who are unfamiliar with

transient analysis, HSP/CE finds the circuit solution at a set of discrete-time intelvals. As

a result, the outcome of the analysis will be a sequence of discrete-time samples {x (Il) }

which can be used to compute the discrete Fourier transform as described in the previous

section.

The HSPICE file describes the different circuit components which make up the

log-domain filter [29,30]. When preparing an HSPICE file for multitone analysis, special

care must be taken in two particular areas. First, the signal sources which make up the

multitone input must he properly defined such that they have the right frequency,

amplitude and phase. Each of these areas will he discussed at sorne length. Second, the

transient analysis requests must he chosen correctly since the computation of the FFT

depends on the proper tranSiel1l output.
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A.2.1 The Signal sources

The circuit is to be stimulated by a set of sinusoidal current sources each

opcrating al a different frequency. This section will outline sorne guidelines which govem

the choice of frcquency, amplitude and phase of the different tones in the multitone input.

A.2.J./ Frequency

The choicc of frequency for each different tone is important for two reasons:

1. The frequcncy of each input tone must correspond ta one of the discrete frequency

points in the DFf. This will ensure that every input tone completes an integral number

of cycles over the total simulation time and thus prevents leakage and spreading effects.

2. The frequency of the different tones should not be multiples of one another. This will

minimize the chance that their harmonies and intermodulation products coincide.

The choice of sumpling frequency and of the unit test period (a concept to he defined next)

will hclp us meet these constraints:

a) The unit test period

In arder ta minimize leakage effects when calculating the DFf of a

multitone system, we must ensure that each sinusoid in the multitone input

completes an integral number periods over the time of the analysis. The shortest

2kHz
o.z

3kHz J0

••• 5kHz -o.z

.oc

-o.

-01

-1
D OB •'l1;M [.] IID

4

Figure A..1: Calculating the unit time period ofa3 tone input
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time interval which allows this for aH tones is called the unil test period (UTP). For

example. the unit test period for an input composcd of :2 kHz. 3 kHi'. ~md 5 kHz

sine waves is 1 ms, as shown in Figure A·I. The r e c i p r o c ~ l l of the UT? is calleù Ihe

primitive frequency and corresponds to the greatest divisor of the input

frequencies (1 kHz in our example). The value of the primilive frequency will hdp

determine the sampling frequency.

h) The sampling frequency

Since we want each of the input frequencies ta correspond to one of the

discrete frequencies in the DFT, we let the sampling frcquency he given by:

(A.5)

where N = Nllmber ofpoints in the DFT
fp = Primitive freqllency

Figure A-2 shows the results of a 16 point DFT performed on a system composed

of the three sine waves described in the previous section. Note that the sampling

frequency is 16 kHz. Only the first eight samples are shawn sincc the other cight

are gi ven hy the mirror image of the first ones.

An additional problem which will affect the choice of the sampling

frequency is aliasing. We knoW from the Nyquist Sampling Theory thal in arder to

2 kHz 3 kHz 5 kHz
1

•
,
•
•
•
•
1 8 samples-1 -
• •

G'

•-fp=1 kHz f/2 = 8 kHz

Figure A·2: IIIustrating the relationship between the sampling
frequency and other multitone parameters
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prevent aliasing, we must make sure lhal lhe highesl frequency contained in the

sampIed signal is less lhan the Nyquist frequency, f/2. In other words, ail of the

input tones must be at frequencies less than f/2. Even with this precaution we

may get aliasing if any of the harmonies or the inter-modulation products are

greater than the Nyquist frequency. In this case, some kind of anti-aliasing filter

would be needed. Most of the analysis done is this thesis was done such that the

culoff frequency of the filter to be tested was much less than f/2. Therefore, the

natural attenuation of the filter limits the effect of aliasing and eliminates the need

for an anti-aliasing filter.

cl Freguency resolution

For a given sampling frequency, increasing the number of points in the

DFT (N) will increase the frequcncy resolution of the spectral output. Changing N

is analogous to controlling the resolution bandwidth on a spectrum analyzer. The

drawback to choosing a large N is that the number of samples needed for the

transient analysis is large and thus increases the simulation time. Usually, one

attempts to find a balance between spectral resolution and run time. A second

constraint on N is the type of FFI' algorithm used. A radix-2 a1gorithm needs 2
N

samples while a radix-3 algorithm needs 3
N

samples and so on. In our case, the

radix-2 algorithm was always used since it is generally l'aster. As a result, N must

always he a power of 2.

d) Interference

Each tone must be placed at a frequency which will mini:nize the chance

lhat its harmonies and intermodulation distortion terms l'ail in the same frequency

bin. This is in general a very c o m p l i c ~ ~ t 'd process. Often one simply tries to use a. ,

scheme which forces any possible overlapping harmonies to be of as high order as

possible. There are a number of approaches which can be used:

Prime-Rich Signais
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One strategy is ta base the set of input frequencies exclusivcly on prime

numbers. This ensures that none of the input frequencies are harmonie 10 one

another and that no sum or difference produets l'ail on .1 test frequeney.

Unfortunately, it does not prevent third and firth order intermodulation

interference.

Ail Iterative Scheme

Restricting the tones ta prime numbers is a tedious process. Beeause of the

large number of constraints which arc placed on the multitonc stimulus wc

eventually wanl ta be able ta automate the process by writing a computer program

which will automatically give us the frequency and other parameters for cach tone.

As a result, a formula for deriving the frequency of each tone was borrowcd l'rom

telecom CODEC applications. The frequency of each tone is computcd as follows:

(A.6)

where:

fs = samp/illg freqllellcy

N =NlImber ofpoillts ill the DFT

Mi =9+ [ix 16] (A.7)

i =0.1.2.... as 10llg as Mi < (NI2)

This method is more susceptible ta interference between the harmonies of the

different input tones than the prime-rich scheme was. For example, the frequency

of the 16th harmonie of the tirst input tone will be the same as the frequency of the

16th tone; hence they will interfere with one another. The advanlage of this

particular scheme is Ihat it is easier ta implement algorithmically. The test engineer

must decide whether the added interference is worth the greater ease of design.
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A.2./.2 Phase

Beeause lhe periods of each sinusoid in lhe multitone input are related to one

anolher. Ihe sinusoids will lend lo peak at the same points in :ime. When many tones are

used lhis could lead to clippillg in the circuit. The solution is lo assign a random phase

shin 10 each differenl sinusoid. This is easily done since HSP/CE can accept a phase shift

as one of the parameters of the input.

A.2./.3 Amplitude

Even with phase shifting, the average power of the multitone signal will increase

with Ihe number of tones used. To prevent overdriving the circuit. the amplitude of each

tone will be restricled to sorne reasonable value. Our strategy is to assign the amplitude of

each sinusoid according to the following equation:

•
RMS ofsingle tone = Desired RMS ofmultitone / JK

where K = the number oftones in the multitone signal

For a sinusoid.

Peak ofsingle tone = RMS ofsingle tone * Ji

Therefore••

(A.B)

~A.9)

(A. 10)

•

Peak ofsingle tone = Desired RMS ofmultitone * ~

A.2.J.4 A complete HSPICE current source

A typical HSPICE statement for one of the current sources in the multitone input

is shown below:

Il 10 SIN(O l00uA 10kHz 0047.3)

OffS;;/ l '''''~hase shift

Amplitude \ Damping

Frequency Time delay
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Some of these parameters are of no consequence in our analysis and hence have hl'en sel

to zero.

A.2.2 Analysis Requests

HSPICE is told what type of analysis to perform hy a commaml called an

analysis requesl. We wish to perform transient analysis such that we produce a sequence

of discrete-time samples {x (Il)} which represent the output current of the log·domain

filter. This sequence willthen be used to compute its discrete Fourier transform

The HSPICE request for transient analysis is done through the .TRAN commando

A typical .TRAN statement is shown below:

.TRAN O.Ols Is O,9s

,,,,,,--,.1 t t__",u'mo
time_stop

The three times are calculated as follows:

time_step: The step time is given by the sampling frequency.

. 1 T
tll/lestep = 1. = s (A.ll)

time_stop: The stop time would normally be the time for one unit test period which is

related to the sampling frequency by:

UTP = N·Ts (A.12)

However. we wish to a1low the simulation to ron long enough for the output to seille down

[36]. Therefore the total stop time is defined as:

times/op = Np· N· Ts (A.l3)

lVlzere NP = Number ofperiods Ileededfor tlze simulatiolllo seille dOlVll

no_prinCtime: This makes sure that only the last N points are printed. and is computed
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according lO:

110-!Jrill,-time = [( NP - 1) . N . T,.I + T, (:1.1 .1)

•

•

We now have ail the tools neeessary to perform a spectral analysis of our circuit. Thc ncxl

section will show a simple example of how this would he donc.

A.3 An Example using the Log-Domain Biquad

We wish to obtain the frequeney response of the log-domain biquad descrihed in

Chapter 5. As wc have some flexibility in choosing the component values of the bi'luad.

we will choose:

1" = 100 uA

CI = 8.21lF

C2 = 2.2 IlF

which we know l'rom theory should give us a cutoff frequency of:

fe = 63.8 kHz

The sampling criteria is chosen as follows:

fs = 500kHz

N = 512 poillls

Number ofTalles =16

NUlllber ofPeriods (NP) = 100

AC prograrn was wrillen which accounts for ail of the criteria outlined in the previous two

sections. A listing of the program can be found in Section A-4. The multitone inputs and

the transient analysis statement were generated automatically and are shown below:

••• Multitone S o u r c ~ s •••

Isl 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 8789.0625 0 0 184.9)
Is2 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 24414.0625 0 0 63.2)
Is3 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 40039.0625 0 0 111.1)
Is4 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 55664.0625 0 0 192.4)
Is5 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 71289.0625 0 0 341.1)
Is6 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 86914.0625 0 0 61.8)
Is7 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 102539.0625 0 0 252.8)
Is8 1 0 SINll00uA 80uA 118164.0625 0 0 81.5)
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Is9 1 0 SIN(100uA aOuA 133789.0625 0 0 178.1)

Is10 1 0 SIN(100uA 80uA 149414.0625 0 0 44.B)

Is11 1 0 SIN(100uA BOuA 165039.0625 0 0 30.2)

Is12 1 0 SIN(lOOuA BOuA 180664.0625 0 0 140.2)

1513 1 0 SIN(100uA aouA 196289.0625 0 0 99.81

Is14 1 0 SIN(100uA BOuA 211914.0625 0 a 132.5)

Is15 1 0 SIN(100uA 80uA 227539.0625 0 0 354.0)

Is16 1 0 SIN(100uA aOuA 243164.0625 0 0 192.7)

••• Analysis Requests •••

. TRAN 0.000002 0.1024 0.101378 0.000002

Wc then run HSP/CE and use MATLAB to calculate the FFf of the output. The

MATLAB file can be round in Section A.5. The result is plotted and is shawn in Figure A-

3.

~ 10.... , " :; ,: :: :: ;? :
~ ..
CIl..
::::

~ 10'" .

10"1L..L._.l--_..L...-_..I--'-'--'-....L...--'-''--'1..J-Ju..L....J...._....1.._--r.._~
o 50 100 150 350 400 450 500

Figure A-3: FFT response of the log.domain biquad

The reader can clearly see the presence of the 16 tones of the multitone input.

This allows us to verify the frequency response and measure the cutoff frequency, which is

around 65 kHz, as expected. The smaller tones represent the Many intermodulation
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products which occur when a multitone signal is applied 10 .1 circuit with non-lincarity

present in il.

Overail we can see how this offers an excellent alternative for finding frequency

information about non-linear circuits. By varying the number of tones at the input wc can

gel total harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion results. as weil as frcqncncy

response.

A.4 C Program for Generating the HSPICE File

The C program used to generate the multitone inputs and the .TRAN stalcmenl is

reproduced below.

jft This program generates multitone current sources

and a transient analysis statement the for an

HSPICE file */

#include <stdio.h>

IHuclude <stdlib. h>

#include <math.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <curses.h>

/*int M[16] =
19,25,41,57,73,89,105,121,137,153,169,185,201,217,233
,249};*/

maint )

1* Variables */

int i:

double Fs=l,Ftone;

double P=lO;

int N=512;
double PhaseRand,Ts,Tn,Ttotal,Tdelay;

double A, Anorm, Ade, AdcNorm;

char ·outfile=-rnultitone.out-;

FILE *fp;

double two=2, thirtyone=31;
char string[80];
int nodel,node2;

int numTones;

int Mi
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1- Clear sereen and Write Title */

initscr (l ;

era5e () ;

rcfresh();
p r i n t f ( ~ M u l t i t o n e Source Generator for FFT
l\nalysis\n") ;

printf("-------------------------------------------
\0") ;

j* prompt User for Program Information *J

j* Spice Deck Information */

printfC"\nSpice Deck Information"):
printf("\n----------------------");
princf("\nEnter oode 1 of the current sources: ");
s c a n f ( " ~ s · . s t r i n g ) ;

oodel = atoi(string);
printfC"En.':.er oode 2 of the current Sources: ");

seanf ("%5", string) ;

node2 = atoi(string):

1- Waveform Information ./

printf("\nWaveform Information");
printf("\n--------------------");
printf{"\nEnter the amplitude of a single tene [uA]:
") ;

scanf("%s",string);

A = atof(string);
printf("Enter the OC bias of a single tone [uA]: ");

scanf("%s",string);
Ade = atof(string);

/* Transient Analysis Information */

printf("\nTransient Analysis Information");
printf("\n------------------------------");
printfl"\nEnter the 5ampling frequency [Hz]: ");
seanf ("%5". string);
Fs = atof(string):
printf("Enter the number of points aeeording to the
following table:"):
printf("\n\t\t------------------------·);
printf("\n\t\t512 points\t16 tones·);
printf'"\n\t\tl024 points\t32 tones·);
printf("\n\t\t2048 points\t64 tones");
printf("\n\t\t------------------------·);
printf("\nNumber of points: "):
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scanf("~s-,stringl ;

N = atof(string);

princE ("Enter the total number of periods (If transient
analysis: "l;

seanE ("'&s", string);

P = atof(string):

printE( .. 'n ..... • Output will be \'1ritten to m l l l t ~ t o n e . o \ l t

···'n\n\n") ;

/* Crea te multitone current sources
and save in file multitone.out */

fprintf(fp,"*** Multitone Sources ··*\n");

Anorm = A*O.353SS34; '* Normali=ed Amplitudes '"/
AdcNorm = Adc/16:

if (N==S12)
numTones=16;

else if (N==1024)
numTones=32;

else if (N==204B)
nurnTones=64:
for (i=1; i<=nurnTones; i++)

(

~1={9+{i-l)"16) ,
Ftone = (double)M/{double)N"Fs,
PhaseRand = rand(}/(pow(two,thirtyone)-l) *360;

fprintf{fp, "Is%d %d %d SIN{%fuA %fuA %.12f 0 0
%4.8f)\n",i,nodel,node2,Adc,A,Ftone,PhaseRand),

1* Create .TRAN statement */

Ts = l/Fs,
Tn =N*Ts;
Ttotal :; p*Tn:
Tdelay = (P-l)"Tn + Ts,
fprintf(fp,"\n··· Analysis Requests ***\n"l;
fprintf(fp,".TRAN %.12f %.12f %.12f
%.12f\n",Ts,Ttotal,Tdelay,Ts);

fclose (fp) ;
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A.S MATLAB File for Calculating the FFT

The rollowing is the MATLAB file used to calculate the FFf and plot the result.

~ ~ ~ A Matlab Program ~ ~ ~ Ta compute the FFT of a signal

11=512

load f ftl. dat

iout = fft11:,31

s = si;:e{ioutl

bin = Il:s(l,ll)'

F = fft(ioutl

Frnag = abslF) ,/IN/2)

subp1otl1,l,l)

semilogy{bin,Frnag. '-')

grid

xlabel('Samples')

y1abe1 l'Output [A]')
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